Outcome assessment in Takayasu arteritis.
Takayasu arteritis (TAK) is a systemic granulomatous large-vessel vasculitis with a phenotype that overlaps with GCA and defined by the 1993 and 2012 Chapel Hill Consensus Conference statements. However, the diagnosis of TAK is often delayed since TAK patients may be asymptomatic or have non-specific symptoms. Once a diagnosis is made, it is difficult to judge remission or recurrence since there are no reliable assessment tools. With the availability of newer agents, such as cytokine blockade, which are being evaluated in GCA, there is the potential for real advances in TAK patient management. Without reliable assessment tools it will be difficult to introduce newer agents in an organized way or to optimally benefit patients in the future. In this article we review the use and performance of disease indicators in TAK clinical trials as a basis for the further development of assessment tools for this disease.